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At the LULI laboratory we developed since a few years a program on several topics related to laboratory
astrophysics: high velocity jets, shock waves in density gradients, collisionless shocks, and radiative shocks (RS).
In this paper, the latest experiments related to RS’s obtained on the new LULI2000 facility and on GEKKOXII
are presented. In particular a strong radiative precursor was observed and its time evolution compared with 2D
radiative simulations. The second topic developed at LULI is related to plasma jets which are often observed in
Young Stellar Objects (YSO), during their phase of bulk contraction. They interact with the interstellar medium
resulting in emission lobes, including the so-called bow shocks. The objective of our experiments was to generate
plasma jets propagating through an ambient medium. To this aim, we developed a new target design (a foam
filled cone ended with a “nozzle”) in order to generate a plasma jet. A jet-like structure was observed and its
time evolution studied by varying the foam density. Interaction with ambient medium was recently performed
showing growing instabilities for low density gas.
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1. Introduction
Laboratory astrophysics is one of the main applica-

tions of high power lasers, especially for the new facilities
that are built up such as National Ignition Facility (NIF)
or LaserMégajoule (LMJ). Already existing lasers allowed
many basic science applications to be performed in partic-
ular in the so-called HEDP (High Energy Density Physics)
regime in the last decade [1]. Using high power lasers, one
can produce matter in an extreme state (high temperature,
high density) that can be diagnosed properly and compared
to astrophysics situations.

The universe and the wide class of currently well
identified astronomical objects (galaxies, stars, interstellar
clouds, planets, young star jets, . . . ) it partly consists in,
display a large panel of fascinating phenomena. However
up to now, most of them are poorly understood even if re-
cent progresses on astronomical observations brought new
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insight in our understanding. Among the major phenom-
ena, radiative shock [2] (RS) and young star jets [3] were
recently studied at LULI laboratory with a large worldwide
collaboration.

RS plays a special role since it combines both hydro-
dynamics and radiation physics in a non-trivial way. The
major effects occurring during the evolution of various as-
trophysical objects are driven by these two processes and,
although each of them has been widely studied [4], their
coupling through the RS is still a source of numerous is-
sues [5]. The radiative properties of astrophysical objects
(stellar interiors, accretion shocks, . . . ) can be very differ-
ent implying various RS structures.

Jets and collimated outflows are ubiquitous in the Uni-
verse associated with the formation of young born stars,
planetary nebulae, X-ray binaries or black holes. They
consist of elongated plasma structures, including knots,
usually bipolar associated with accretion disk around the
central source. Through the accretion mechanism from
where they originate, jets are the result of a complex
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magneto-hydro-dynamical and radiative process of the col-
lapsing of part of their environment. Jets have long been
studied because of their role in removing angular mo-
mentum. It involves highly non linear physics coupling
magneto-hydrodynamics and radiative transfer.

Experimental RS and jets are of course on much
smaller length scales compared to stellar or extragalactic
ones as they extend only for a few mm with velocities of
order 150 km/s. Nevertheless scaling laws (SL) exist and
have been already demonstrated for phenomena which fol-
low a set of equations, like pure hydrodynamic [6], mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) [7] or radiative hydrodynamic
systems (optically thin and thick medium) [8, 9]. The scal-
ing law ensures the complete similarity between the astro-
physical object and the experiment assuming some con-
ditions. These conditions are the dimensionless numbers
which define, by their order of magnitude, the limits of the
scaling laws application.

In this paper we first describe how a dynamic astro-
physic phenomenon can be linked to a laboratory exper-
iment through appropriate scaling laws. Then two dedi-
cated class of experiments are presented with detailed re-
sults and comparison with 2D radiative hydrodynamic sim-
ulations.

Relevance to dimensionless numbers is finally dis-
cussed.

2. Scaling Laws
Scaling laws validate the laboratory approach that

consists in producing phenomena having completely dif-
ferent spatial and temporal scales which are encountered
in astrophysical context. This concept is fundamental be-
cause it forms the keystone of laboratory astrophysics.
This new domain of physics is explicitly based on the con-
cept of universality of the equations and the self-similar
character of plasmas. If SL are not explicitly established,
one cannot prove similarity between laboratory plasma and
its astrophysical counterpart.

In order to establish SL, similarity properties of the
phenomena must be examined with a rigorous formalism
as already published [6–10]. All this work goes further
than dimensional analysis concepts and is performed in as-
trophysical situations.

First of all, we need to keep hydrodynamic proper-
ties between astrophysical and laboratory systems based on
three dimensionless parameters which are respectively the
Reynolds number Re, the Peclet number Pe, and the Mach
number M. The Reynolds number, Re = vL/υ (where v is
the flow velocity, L the characteristic length and υ the kine-
matic viscosity), gives a measure of the contribution of the
inertial forces compared to the viscous forces, and deter-
mined if a flow is laminar or turbulent. Since the Peclet
number, Pe = vL/α (where α = κ/(ρcp) is the thermal dif-
fusivity velocity, κ the thermal conductivity, ρ the matter
density and cp the heat capacity), gives the ratio of heat

transported by the flow to heat transported by thermal con-
duction. The Mach number, M = v/cs which is the ratio
between the flow velocity and the sound speed, indicates
if the flow is subsonic (M < 1) or supersonic inducing
non-linearity in dynamic equations (M > 1). For example,
young star jets demonstrate high dimensionless hydrody-
namic numbers as Re � 1, Pe � 1 and M ≈ 10. For high
Mach number (M � 1) as usually encountered in astro-
physics, radiation phenomena occur and have to be taken
into account.

Therefore, we also have studied the radiating fluid
similarity problem [10] in different radiative hydrody-
namic regimes, from optically thin to optically thick, that
can be achieved in laboratory with high-power laser facil-
ities. Basing our analysis on Lie group theory, the corre-
sponding SL are derived in each case through a rigourous,
exact and quite systematic technique. In optically thick
media, we have considered the equilibrium diffusion ap-
proximation with the radiative flux Frad and including or
not radiative pressure Prad and radiative energy density
Erad.

SL are analytical relationships which have been estab-
lished in all cases, allowing the representation of the con-
sidered astrophysical phenomena by rescaled, homothetic,
downsized experiments achievable on high-power laser fa-
cilities. This rescaling is made possible due to the appari-
tion of free parameters in the transformation that leave in-
variant the mathematical model under consideration. The
number of free parameters depends on the structure of the
model and the more we include physical phenomena, the
more it is hard to obtain a homothetic system.

Generally, in our experiments of RS and jets per-
formed on LULI2000, the plasma is optically thick, but
Prad and Erad are negligible compared to the thermal pres-
sure and matter energy density. However on the Gekko
XII case, these quantities, even if too small, can begin to
play a role. A classification of radiative regimes applied
to RS case has been recently proposed [11]. It is based on
3 dimensionless parameters which are respectively χ the
cooling parameter, B0 the Boltzmann number and R that
we decided to call the Mihalas number. These numbers
quantify the influence of radiation; in addition of charac-
teristic hydrodynamic quantities v, L, ρ already defined,
they depend also on thermal pressure P, adiabatic index γ,
internal energy density e and of course radiative quantities.
They are related respectively to the ratio between the cool-
ing time and the dynamic one: χ = Pv/[(γ − 1)FradL], the
flux ratio in material and radiation: B0 = (ρe + P)v/Frad,
and the energy ratio in material and radiation: R = ρe/Erad.
Let us note that in the case of optically thin media, the χ
parameter is written using the cooling function Λ instead
of Frad. In our experiments, we find that χ � 1 and radia-
tion cooling has to be considered, B0 � 1 and the radiative
flux has to be taken into account in equation, but R � 1 so
radiative pressure and energy are negligible.

Therefore we will use SL relations for optically thick
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plasma in which only the flux Frad for radiation transfer
will be considered.

For instance in the case where the radiation flux is
given by the heat conduction Spitzer’s law, the following
relation of Frad is considered:

�Frad = −Krad
�∇T = K0T 5/2�∇T

where T is the temperature, K0 is a constant. We have two
free parameters a and b given by:

a = ρ/ρ′ and b = P/P′,

where ρ and P represent the density and the pressure, and
where the prime symbol is related to astrophysical system.
Therefore, simplified SL relations can be applied for RS:

x/x′ = a−3b2,

t/t′ =
√

a−5b3,

v/v′ =
√

b/a,

Krad/Krad
′ = (b/a)2/5.

3. Radiative Shock
Radiative hydrodynamic processes are very impor-

tant in several physics areas such as ICF [12] and astro-
physics [13–15]. In most astrophysical environments, such
as the envelopes of post-AGB stars, a radiative shock is
essentially characterized by 1) a hot, ionized, precursor in
the upstream material, heated by radiation streaming from
high temperature shocked gas, 2) a shock front followed
by a short relaxation region between ions, electrons and
radiation, and 3) a recombination zone in the downstream
flow. In the vicinity of the shock, and for sufficiently high
Mach number (M), the precursor is heated to a tempera-
ture T equal to that of the shocked material. Shocks with
M > Mcr are called supercritical. Since the last decade,
several experiments have been performed to simulate ra-
diative hydrodynamic flows of astrophysical interest like
jets or blast waves [16] and radiative shocks [2, 17, 18].
However, the lack of various measurements on the same
shot could not lead to characterize the radiative shock in
a consistent way. The main goal of our recent experi-
ments was therefore to reach RS conditions while perform-
ing measurements of fundamental parameters, arising in
scaling laws described earlier, with many different initial
conditions. In order to obtain the scaling laws, one need
to calculate Boltzmann (B0) and Mihalas (R) numbers de-
fined in Sec. 2. This implies to be able to measure shock
velocity and temperature and their respective time evolu-
tion in the experiments. To ensure to have radiation ef-
fects, it was already shown in a previous paper [19] that RS
conditions can be more easily achieved by propagating the
shock in a low density medium having a high atomic num-
ber. This is the main reason why we did chose xenon as
our RS medium for our first set of experiments performed
on the LULI2000 laser facility.

The facility consists of two laser beams delivering
450 J at 2ω wavelength in a 1 ns pulse duration. These
beams were focused on a 500 µm focal spot providing an
intensity on target IL ≤ 1014 W/cm2. The target was made
of an ablator-pusher foil to generate a shock which is then
launched into a gas cell containing the xenon. The pusher
design was optimized using 1D radiative hydrodynamic
simulations (MULTI [20]) according to the laser charac-
teristics. The pusher was made of three layers (20 µm
CH-3 µm Ti- 30 µm CH). Following previous work [21],
shock velocity up to 60-70 km/s can be obtained giving on
upper limit on the xenon gas initial pressure Pxe < 1 bar
(5 10−3 g/cm3). We decided, therefore, to use different ini-
tial pressure values (PXe = 0.1-0.3 bar) and different initial
laser intensities to cover various radiative regimes.

Two main sets of diagnostics were implemented: on
the rear side of the target, a streak camera (“Self Emis-
sion”) collected photons emitted by the target giving the
shock temperature. We had also two rear side VISAR [22]
to infer shock velocity in the CH pusher (LULI2000 case).
On the transverse axis, the cell is probed by a low power
laser pulse (λ = 532 nm, Δt = 8 ns) injected into a VISAR
system [23]. These interferometers, based on change in in-
dex of refraction, led to the measurement not only of the
electronic density but also both shock and precursor veloc-
ities. In the most recent experiments, two Gated Optical
Imager (GOI) imaged, by visible shadowgraphy, the 2D
shape of the shock at different times (120 ps time resolu-
tion).

The various diagnostics we implemented in these ex-
periments, allowed us to measure several relevant and con-
sistent parameters for the description of the radiative shock
such as the shock and precursor velocities, their respec-
tive temperatures and the electron density in the precur-
sor. Moreover we also determine the radial evolution of
the shocked material which is a good indication of the ra-
diative losses.

Regarding the shock velocities, the measured values
depend on the initial conditions, i.e., laser intensity on tar-
get and initial pressure of the gas: they range from 50 to
80 km/s increasing with laser energy. The same trend oc-
curs for the temperature ranging from 10 to 20 eV. How-
ever for this parameter, the initial density plays an crucial
role as half of energy coming from the shock is converted
to internal energy, which means higher temperature for
lower density. In those experiments, we almost achieved
the condition B0 ≤ 1 (0.4 < B0 < 4) which is necessary to
obtain a radiative precursor. But the laser energy was not
high enough to enter the full radiative regime where R < 1
(here 200 < R < 3000). In order to detect the radiative pre-
cursor and its time evolution, a visible shadowgraphy diag-
nostic coupled to GOI’s was used. An example is shown
in Fig. 1, where we do observe the shock front (opaque be-
hind) and the precursor (a 200-300 µm layer between 0.4-
0.7 mm of absorbed light in front of it).

This absorption, typically 20-30%, is due to the ioni-
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Fig. 1 GOI image at t = 11 ns. On the upper part, the 3D recon-
structed image is shown. The color level stands for probe
laser absorption in the gas.

sation of xenon in front of the shock (i.e. in the precursor)
due to the shock front radiation. Therefore we could deter-
mine the precursor temperature as long as a set of opaci-
ties (at the probe beam wavelength = 0.53 µm) for different
temperatures is known (the density in precursor being the
initial density). One possibility is to use a free-free model
for the opacity as done for shock temperature checked pre-
viously in comparison with detailed configuration calcu-
lation [24]. Here the absorption parameter κ (cm−1) is di-
rectly linked to the ionisation degree Z∗ and the temper-
ature. Following a recent paper [25], Z∗ ≈ 20 T0.5 so κ
depends now only on the temperature and a direct determi-
nation of the precursor temperature can be made. Values
ranging from 13 to 20 eV are deduced for absorption be-
tween 20% and 30% respectively.

On the upper part of the figure, a 3D reconstructed im-
age is presented which comes from a 2D radiative hydro-
dynamic simulation coupled to a postprocessed ray-tracing
code. Even if very useful and important data were ob-
tained from these experiments using gas, a more radiative
regime must be achieved. To overcome the lack of laser
energy, we performed new experiments on the GEKKO
XII laser facility. Here a new target scheme, already pro-
posed by Bozier et al. [17], was implemented which con-
sists of a tube filled of low density (50 mg/cc) foam di-
rectly irradiated by the laser. In this case, the pressure
generated in the foam is the so-called ablation pressure
which could reach, for intensities on target achievable on
GEKKOXII (IL ≤ 51014 W/cm2), 50 Mbar. For such a high
value of pressure, shock velocity and temperature are ex-
pected to be around 300 km/s and 350 eV respectively giv-
ing B0 = 0.2 et R = 30. In our experiment, two main
diagnostics were implemented both working in the X-ray
domain. First a self-emission (above 1 keV) imaging of the
heated foam, second a radiograph of the shock propagat-
ing in the tube using vanadium Heα backlighter (5.1 keV).
Both of these diagnostics were coupled to a streak camera
to follow the time evolution of the shock front.

Fig. 2 Streaked X-ray self-emission of the heated foam. The
velocity (170 km/s) corresponds to the ablation front.

In the experiment, only one diagnostic was working
properly so we could observe x-ray self-emission (Fig. 2)
arising from the ablation front which is heated by the laser
beam up to 1 keV or more. The velocity of this high tem-
perature front is 170 km/s whereas the shock velocity is
expected to be higher (> 250 km/s). Comparison with ra-
diative hydrodynamic simulations shows good agreement
and indicates important effects due to radiation losses such
as shock deceleration.

4. Astrophysical Jets Experiment
Astrophysical jets take place in astronomical systems

exhibiting accretion disk such as young stellar objects
(YSOs), supernovae, pulsars, active galactic nuclei and so
forth. Whereas from these systems the launching could
be different, the jets share some common characteristics
(morphology) [26]. Experiments such as those discussed
below are aimed to produce laboratory plasma jets using
intense laser to approach YSOs jets problematic. We pay
a particular attention to measure the jet parameters (den-
sity, temperature and velocity) in order to gain useful in-
formation and to determine the dimensionless parameters
to validate the similarity criteria. The YSOs during their
formation need to release energy to pursue their contrac-
tion to initiate the thermonuclear fusion. This is achieved
thanks to the high amount of matter ejection in bipolar out-
flows. During the generation of the plasma jet, MHD pro-
cesses seem to be the most promising candidate to recreate
the observational characteristics of YSO. It also remains
questions concerning the jet propagation and its interaction
with the interstellar medium (ISM) where magnetic field
seems to be negligible [27]. In the presented experiments
we study the plasma jet propagation in these conditions and
it concerns the regions having little or no magnetic effects,
ie from 300 AU from the source. Our ability to provide
useful information for astrophysical problems is possible
if similarity criteria can be experimentally checked. It is
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achieved using a large panel of diagnostics allowing a full
characterization of the plasma jet evolution. We first sum
up the main results concerning our plasma jet propagation
in vacuum and secondly we present its interaction with an
ambient medium which simulates the ISM.

4.1 Jet propagation in vacuum
In this section we sum up the major results we have

obtained for plasma jet propagation in vacuum [3]. All
these measurements allow to accurately describe the jet
and to calculate its dimensionless parameters.

The two LULI2000 kJ nanosecond beams were con-
verted at 2ω to drive a strong shock through the target and
were focused with a 500 µm focal spot diameter giving a
laser intensity IL ∼ 1014 W/cm2 (pulse duration 1.5 ns).
The target was made of a solid pusher glued on the en-
trance hole of a cone filled of foam. The shock was guided
by the cone walls and formed the plasma jet along the
cone axis. A washer (100 µm length and 100 µm diameter
hole) was attached to the rear side of the target to increase
the plasma collimation for the initial stage of the expan-
sion. The plastic foam density ranged from 20 mg.cm−3 to
200 mg.cm−3 was brominated in mass up to 30% for x-ray
diagnostics purpose.

Jet velocity was measured using transverse visible
shadowgraph (λ = 532 nm) or transverse self optical py-
rometer (λ = 450 nm). The velocity time evolution of
the plasma jet in vacuum, for a given initial foam den-
sity, is linked to the shock conditions in the foam, and a
proper adjustment of the laser focal spot at the cone en-
trance. The shock acceleration in low density foam target
is produced by impedance matching for different densities
of foam (identical laser intensity and pusher). The jet ve-
locity ranged from 90 km/s for 200 mg.cm−3 foam density
to 178 km/s for 20 mg.cm−3. We also measured an accel-
eration of the jet with the addition of the washer, while the
addition of bromine has no effect on the velocity.

The radial evolution of the jet was also measured ei-
ther by using transverse visible shadowgraph with GOI or
by rear side self optical pyrometer. This last diagnostic al-
lowed inferring jet temperature using an absolute photon
counting technique to get the equivalent blackbody tem-
perature. We observed a radial expansion of the plasma
and measured its velocity which ranged from 22 km/s to
52 km/s. This radial evolution is determined by the plasma
jet temperature [28] and is also linked to the shock condi-
tions in the cone. Finally using both X-ray radiography
and visible interferometer we could determine the plasma
jet density. At the beginning of the plasma jet propagation
in vacuum, X ray absorption provides the denser part of
the jet and we estimate an average density ∼0.2 g/cc. This
measurement demonstrates an important collimation of the
foam by the cone. For longer delay, the plasma expansion
in vacuum allows to measure the electron density (ne) us-
ing a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [29] (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 (a) Interferogram of the plasma jet for 30 ns delay.
(b) Electron density map of the plasma using Abel in-
version.

Using this panel of measurements and for this particu-
lar shock condition in the foam target we determined the jet
dimensionless parameters: M ∼ 10, Pe � 1, Re � 1, and
χ � 10 (cooling factor using blackbody law as lower limit
for radiative time). Typical astrophysical jet parameters are
M ∼ 10, Pe � 1, Re � 1, and χ ∼ 0.1-10. Therefore, we
were able to generate high Mach number low temperature
jets having good similarities with astrophysical jets. How-
ever, as it evolves into vacuum and is optically thick, χ is
larger than the scaling parameter for YSO jets. Finally,
as this first experiment was focused on plasma jet forma-
tion, a last dimensionless number was not accessible: the
density ratio between the plasma jet density and the ISM
density η.

4.2 Jet propagation in an ambient medium
In this section, we present recent results of the jet

propagation in an ambient medium. Here the goal was to
reach astrophysical conditions by simulating the ISM ef-
fects in the plasma jet propagation and to observe the for-
mation of the so-called bow shock structure. This shock
appears at the head of the jet when it propagates through
the ISM with a very perturbed and fragmented shape [30].
The evolution of the bow shock is not clearly understood
for the moment.

As for previous experiment, we used a long pulse
beam to generate the plasma jet but also a short pulse beam
(100 J in 1 ps) to produce high energy protons for a dedi-
cated radiography. The target was the same as the one used
to study jet propagation in vacuum. All previous visible di-
agnostics as described above were also available. In order
to simulate the ISM, a gas jet nozzle at the rear side of the
target was used. The gas nozzle pressure was varied from
5 bar to 80 bar, resulting in an argon (Ar) number density
ranging from 6 × 1017 cm−3 to 1 × 1019 cm−3.

Unlike in the case of the jet evolution in vacuum, there
are two main modifications for the visible transverse emis-
sion: the plasma velocity decreases and the intensity is
modulated (Fig. 4).

We clearly observe a deceleration of the velocity from
115 km/s to 80 km/s. We also notice particular emission
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Fig. 4 Velocity measurements from transverse SOP.

Fig. 5 Velocity measurements using transverse SOP at different
ambient gas density are presented in blue. The red curve
corresponds to the best fit using Eq. (1).

profiles (at fixed time) which show an intensity increas-
ing along the jet. In comparison, for a shot without gas,
a roughly constant emission level all along the jet is ob-
served.

These two features allow us to conclude that the veloc-
ity measured in the presence of an ambient medium comes
from the shock front generated by the interaction of the
plasma jet with the gas: the bow shock. Its velocity (VBS)
varies according to the jet density (nj), the ambient medium
(na) and the jet velocity (Vj) [30]:

βnj(Vj − VBS)2 = naVBS
2, (1)

where β corresponds to the momentum transfer efficiency
and ranges from 0.4 to 0.8.

By measuring the bow shock velocity for different am-
bient medium density (blue points in Fig. 5) and using the
best fit following Eq. (1) (red curve in Fig. 5) we could de-
duce the jet density: nj. The last dimensionless parameters:
η = nj/na can then be inferred. Hence in our experiment,
by investigating different ambient density na, we were able

Fig. 6 Visible interferogram of the plasma jet interaction with
an ambient medium (delay 30 ns, η = 2.5).

Fig. 7 Proton radiography of the plasma jet interaction with an
ambient medium (delay 30 ns, η = 2.5).

to deduce the density ratio range: 2.5 < η < 22. Which is
close to the astrophysical case (η = 1-10).

Thanks to the transverse visible interferometer and the
proton radiography we observed very interesting structure
regarding the jet frontiers interacting with the gas. The vis-
ible interferogram (Fig. 6) shows an opaque part at the limit
between the jet and the ambient medium. But we can ob-
serve, close to the target (position x = 0 µm), fringes pat-
tern indicating a lower electron density that allow the probe
beam to be transmitted. This is due to the plasma jet expan-
sion occurring at long delay (30 ns) which corresponds to
the snapshot presented here (Fig. 6). The opaque region all
around the jet corresponds probably to the bow shock and
appears perturbed but without any details on these struc-
tures.

In addition to visible interferometry, the proton ra-
diography allowed to point out accurately these structures
(Fig. 7). After propagation through the jet, the proton
beam was detected by a Radiocromic Film (RCF) multi-
layer stalk. Each film selects a narrow band of proton en-
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ergies, leading to a spectral capability of the multilayer de-
tector. In Fig. 7, the radiograph (corresponding to 5 MeV
protons) shows the same perturbations with same dimen-
sions as in the visible interferogram (Fig. 6). The shape of
the perturbed envelope of the interaction zone between the
jet and the gas is delimited by a deflection and absorption
of protons. The high spatial resolution (∼20 µm) and time
resolution (5±2 MeV) allowed to observe clearly the struc-
tures generated by the interaction between the jet and the
ambient gas. These results are still under analysis.

5. Conclusions
Laboratory is a new fast growing activity with respect

to the development of large scale laser facilities. The corre-
spondence between astrophysical objects or situations and
experiment can be ensured when scaling laws apply. In
that case, dimensionless numbers such as Mach number
(M), cooling parameter (χ), Botlzmann (B0) or Mihalas (R)
numbers have to match between the two systems. Regard-
ing RS, we have observed, at the LULI2000 facility, the
development of a radiative precursor ahead a strong super-
critical shock wave, in a xenon gas cell at low pressure. We
have been able to measure simultaneously fundamental pa-
rameters such as radial expansion, electron density, shock
and precursor velocities and temperatures. Measurements
have been performed with different initial conditions (by
varying the laser energy and the xenon initial pressure).
Comparison with simulations shows good agreement in all
the detailed behaviour of the radiative shock especially in
the influence of radial expansion due to radiation.
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